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If a term h(Si2 —So) /m„ is added to Eq. (13), the E~o
fits yield h = 0.01+ 0.06 with no change in g or in the
X2

R. Messner, A. Franklin, R. Morse, U. Nauenberg,
D. Dorfan, D. Hitlin, J. Liu, and R. Piccioni, in

ProceeChngs of the XVI International Conference on

IIigh Energy Physics, Chicago-Batavia, 1972, edited
by J. D. Jackson and A. Roberts (NAL, Batavia, Ill. ,
1973) Vol. 2, p. 209. These authors find that a qua-
dratic term is necessary to fit the E~~o distribution.
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In a counter experiment at the LBL Bevatron, we have searched for the process K+ p, +vvv and
have found no evidence for its existence. We have recorded ten events which could be examples of this
decay mode, but could also be examples of K+ p.+vy in which the y was not detected. Treating
these as unidentified events and assuming the p,

+ spectrum proposed by Bardin, Bilenky, and
Pontecorvo, we obtain a decay rate I'(K+ p,+tv) & 6 X 10 si'(K+ all) (90% confidence level).
The data are presented in such a way as to allow calculation of rates for any assumed spectrum. The
experiment provides a test for higher-order weak processes and sets constraints on certain first-order
models.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Experiments on Two It" Decay Modes

In this and a following paper we report on con-
current experiments to search for the K+ decay
modes K'- tt' v v v (I) and K"-tt' v v (II). Since the
apparatus was common to the two experiments,
its description in I will serve both papers.

B. The Decay E+ ~ p'vvv

In an earlier publication' we have given pre-
liminary results of a search for the decay process
E'- p.

'
p v v. We now present final results and give

a detailed account of the work.
The well-known current-current theory of weak

interactions appears to give an adequate descrip-
tion of all observed weak processes. This theory
leads to divergences, however, when applied to
certain high-order interactions, and at very high
energies it leads to the violation of unitarity. '

The decay process

cannot occur in the first order of the conventional
theory. The experimental investigation of this
process may therefore give information about the
structure of higher-order weak effects. Further-
more, since this decay process involves an extra-
ordinary number of fermions, neutrinos in par-
ticular, its investigation provides information on
two proposed first-order effects: (1) a neutrino-
neutrino interaction other than the usual weak in-
teraction (such an interaction could be very strong
without having been seen'), and (2) a six-fermion
interaction' ' in'addition to the ordinary (four-
fermion) weak interaction.

For K's decaying at rest, process (1) should be
uniquely distinguished from all known decays by
the emission of p.'s in the energy interval 60& T„
& 100 MeV unaccompanied by other charged par-
ticles or by y's. In this experiment, K's from the
LBL Bevatron were brought to rest in a carbon
stopper. The K's and their decay products were
detected by an array of scintillation and Cerenkov
counters. The p.'s were identified by their p, -e
decays; the p, energies were determined by range.
In order to reject background events from pro-
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cesses such as K'- p, 'n'v and K+- p, 'vy, the whole
decay region was surrounded by a high-efficiency
y detector composed of Pb-glass Cerenkov radi-
ators.

II. THEORY

A. Conventional Weak-Interaction Theory

All observed weak processes can be described
phenomenologically by the effective Lagrangian

where G= 10 '/m~' is the Fermi coupling constant

(mal=proton mass), and Jq=J"~+8~& is the weak
current. The leptonic component of Jz is given by

~x= ey~( 1+ y) v. +v.y~(1+y.) v„,
and the hadronic component has the form

with Vz a polar and A. z an axial-vector current
operator.

Because of the four particles in the final state,
process (1) cannot occur in the first order of this
theory. It can, however, occur Bs the result of
second-order interactions. For the two "tree"
diagrams shown in Fig. I, the rate can be cal-
culated as in the Appendix. Since there are two
vertices in each of these diagrams, the corre-
sponding rates are suppressed by a factor G'm~4

with respect to the process E'- p.
' v. For the

energy interval 60& T„&100MeV observed in the
experiment, the rate I'(K'- p,

' v v v) is calculated
to be 3.7x10 "I"(K'-p' v), which is far below
the rate observable in this experiment.

These diagrams, however, are not the only ones
which could contribute to the decay. There are,
in addition, "loop" diagrams for which divergences
appear. Hence it is not possible with existing

v„(p,)

v&( p&)

= v(p)
e'(P)

theoretical techniques to make a rigorous calcula-
tion of the rate. In view of this difficulty and the
absence of any previous sensitive tests of higher-
order weak effects, it has appeared valuable to
make an experimental investigation.

B. First-Order Models

¹utxino -Neutrino Interaction

Bardin, Bilenky, and Pontecorvo, ' and Bi@r-
nicki-Birula have raised the possibility of a v-v
interaction other than the weak interaction. They
have pointed out that such an interaction could be
much stronger than the weak interaction without
being evident in existing experimental data.

Bardin et al. ' assume an interaction between
neutrinos of the form

H„„=F(vyxv) (vyxv),

where I" is the hypothetical v-v interaction con-
stant. Using the pole approximation to calculate
the differential decay rate for process (1) (see
Fig. 2) they obtain the expression

x[(1 —2x)x+~'], (2)

Comparing this to the K'- p, 'v decay rate, we
obtain

=0 51 10 'E'I'(K'- p.
'

v)

From our measurement of this ratio we are able
to set a limit

& 1.7 &&10 (90/0 confidence level).
C

where r =m &/m», x = E„/m~, and E~ is the total
energy of the muon. The corresponding total decay
rate is

v, (p,)

ve (pp)

v, ( p, )

~'(P)

FIG. i. Second-order diagrams for the process
K+ p+ vvv.

FIG. 2. Diagram for K+ p+ vvv involving a neutrino-
neutrino interaction.
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2. Six-Fermi on Interaction

The notion of a six-fermion interaction was first
put forward to explain an inaccurate experimental
report of a nS = —AQ process. Although subse-
quent tests have given no positive evidence for
nS = —hQ processes, there has been continuing
interest in the possibility that six-fermion inter-
actions exist in nature. If they do exist, they
should become increasingly evident with increasing
energy.

Ericson and Glashow' have pointed out that pro-
cesses such as

vp vpp, 8,

A =mg —E~-p~

(m»' -m, ')
2m~

and F, is the common form factor which can be
related to the usual four-fermion interaction con-
stant 6 by the expression

G 1' W2~'

The constant X is Bn unknown parameter with the
dimensions of mass. If the K+- p,

' v v v decay is
indeed due to the presence of a six-fermion inter-
action, we derive the expression'

could occur through the interaction Hamiltonian

H =
~2

—
2 (PP) J ZJ ),

G 1

I'(K'- p' v v v) 0 3 m„
I'(K'- g' v)

Our measurement of this ratio yields the limit

X & 677 Me V (90%confidence level).

C. Other Models

(3)

where A. is a parameter which characterizes the
strength of the six-fermion coupling. A limit A.

&100 MeV is indicated by inelastic v-P scattering
exper iments. '

Recently, Vanzha, Isaev, and Lapidus' have ex-
tended the idea of six-fermion interaction to the
possible decay of mesons into four leptons. They
construct the six-fermion interaction in close anal-
ogy with the four-fermion interaction. For pro-
cess (1) they choose an effective matrix element
in the form

M = if«4k„(F,[p, (1+y, )v„][v, y„(1+y, ) v,]
+F.[P& 8(1+r,) v„] [v.r8(1+r,) v.]j

+if«Cm«F, [Py„(1+y, ) v&j [v, y„(1+y, ) v,],
where 4 is the wave function of the K meson and

k„ is its four-momentum. The theoretical estimate
of this process is complicated in such a model by
the appearance of the unknown form factors F;
(i = 1, 2, 3}. However, simply assuming that all
form factors are equal and constant in the matrix
element, they evaluate the differential and the total
decay rates,

f'F,'2 R ( +")I, =

The models we have discussed are not the only
ones which could lead to the occurrence of K'
-p, 'vvv. In Sec. VB3 we give a procedure for
calculating constraints on any model which yields
a well-specified p,

' spectrum.

III. PREVIOUS RESULTS

There has been no earlier experiment to search
directly for K'- p, 'v v v. But we can infer a limit
for the related process K'-e' v v v from experi-
ments on K'-e'v. The positron spectrum observed
by Heard et al. ' contains "background" events
above the maximum for K'-e'm'v (228 MeV/c) and
below the peak for K'-e' v (247 MeV/c). If we
assume that all the (111)events in the interval
230-240 MeV/c are possible examples of K+

-e'v v v, and assume a decay spectrum for this
process based on the model of Bardin ei al. ' [Eg.
(2)j (=1/0 of the spectrum between 230 and 240
Me V/c), we obtain a limit on the K' e+ v v v branch-
ing ratio of 8.5&10 ' and a limit E&1.3&&10'G.
This limit on E is lower than that which can be
inferred from existing neutrino scattering experi-
ments. '0 The corresponding limit on process (1)
would be I'(K+- p.

' v v v) & 5.5 x 10 4 I'(K'-all).

IV. EXPERIMENT

~(K+ ++ v v v)» m«(Pmax)s 18 6F 2

5«'6 22

where

A'F.«p", „"(2p„'+4p„'A. 'p+„A'+-', &'), .

As stated in the Introduction, our discussion
here of the experimental procedure will serve both
for K+- g+ v v v (I) and for K+-«+ v v (11}. In most
respects the two experiments were identical;
they used the same apparatus, the same calibra-
tions, and very nearly the same techniques for
event selection and analysis.
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A. Distinguishing Characteristics of the

Decays E' ~ p, 'ave and E' ~ m'vP

The known decays of the K' meson are listed in
Table I. The range distributions including strag-
gling and multiple scattering for decays yielding
7i' and JLI,

' are shown in Fig. 3.
The process K'- p,

'
v P v (K'- m' v v) is distin-

gu1shed from all known decay modes by the emis-
sion of a single p,

' (w') without emission of other
charged particles and without emission of y rays.
The emitted p,

' (m') is further distinguished in

having a kinematically allowed spectrum extending
through all energies up to 152.6 MeV (127 MeV)
[all p. '(r') ranges in carbon up to 62.5 g/cm'
(42.5 g/cm')].

On the basis of these characteristics we estab-
lished the following experimental requirements
for identification of K'- p.

' v v v (K"-m' v v) events' 0

The w must decay at rest within a well-de-
fined region, the carbon stopper.

(ii) The decay of the K' must produce a single
charged particle. We exclude events in which
additional charged particles emerge from the
stopper.

(iii) The charged particle must be identified as
a p, '(w') by observing the p'-e'(n' p, '--e') decay
signal. In the case of 7l'- jL(.

'-e' decays thee p,

must have the energy expected for n'- p.
'

v (4 MeV&
+iv) The p' range must be greater than the ran

p, s from decay-in-flight of w' following K'
range

~IT 3' 7t orK ~W-w w n, and less than the range of

n's from E'- m'w'. ',The m range must be greater+

than the maximum for K+-m'g'm or K+-w+n n'
and less than the range for K'- v' w'. )

(v) The emission of y's in any direction must be
excluded.

W1th suatable changes in these requirements it
was possible to select samples of the decay modes
K'-m'm', K'- p.

'
v, and K'- p.

' p'v for calibration.

8. Experimental System

The experimental system designed to meet the
above requirements is shown in Figs. 4-10. The
principal components of the system are:

e beam channel —produces a partiallth
parated momentum-analyzed beam of K"

i y

/2%

0 s)
( ) the K telescope (Fig. 6)—slows and identifies

E'E s, stops protons, and rejects m's, p, 's, t.'s, and

p s)
(8) the stopper assembly (Fig. 7)—stops K's,

defines the decay region, and rejects events with

multiple charged particles,
(4) the decay telescope (Figs. 8 and 9)—identi-

fies and measures the range of K-decay second-
aries, (a) the defining counters (Tl- T4, TS)—
define the telescope geometry and select stopping
pions and muons, (b) the degrader —slows the
secondaries and selects the range interval, (c) the

l I

TABLEBLE I. The known decay modes of the E+ and
ranges of the decay 7r's and p's.

(0.2I)

/L V

(0.64)

Decay mode Branching ratio
Range

(g/cm2 in carbon)

g'+ ~p+ v

x'- ~'~'

Z+- p'pro v

x+ —-„+~+~

X'- ~'~o~o

I6 —e vrv

K+ e+ vro&o v

A. + 7f'n. e'v

Z' = 7i'ffoP' v

l~. + —e+ v

E. -~ p v'y

x-: -- ~'xoq

Z ~e 7l' vp

(63.77+0.28)x10 2

(20.92+ 0.29)x 10

(3.20+ 0.11)x 10-'

(5.58+ 0.03)x 10

(1.68~ 0.04}x10 '

(4.86+ 0.07)x 10 2

(1 8+2.4) x10 '

(3„7 +0.2 )x10 5

(0.9 + 0,4 ) x 10 5

(1.60+ 0.12)x 10 5b

(4.1) x 10

(2.55+ 0 „18)x 10 4 d

(3.7 +1.4 )x10 8'

Rp =62,2

R „=34,6

R~ ~ 52.3

R„~9.7
R „~11.4

R~~38,4

R, —12.2. Ru 22.2

Rp ~ 62,2

R „~34.6

R 9.7E -fi+7r+ff y (1.0 +0.4 )x10 4&

a From Ref. 13 except as noted.
"Reference 10.

er bremsstrahlung, Ref. 16, E &10 MeV.c Calculated from inn
T ~

= (55—90 Me V), Ref. 17.
~ S y

eE &10 MeV.
f E &11 MeV.

0
I

lO 20 50 40 50 60 70

RANGE (g cm'in corbon)

FIG. 3. Range spectra for decays of the type E+
—(~+ or p, ') + neutrals, with straggling and multiple
scattering taken into account. Vertical scales are

4arbitrary. Branching ratios are shown in brackets
for p vy corresponds to a cutoff E &10 MeV).(the value for +v

Curve for E+ —+ vvv+
p corresponds to momentum spec-

y

trum given by Bardin et al. (Ref. 3). Dashed curves
show geometric detector efficiencies versus range for

p Kv anddegrader thickness used to detect X+-
X ' -p'vvv [{I)and {II)],K 7t+r {III) and X+-
{IV).

, an p, v
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FIG. 4 ~ Apparatus: Arrangement of main components.
A, C, and D are Cerenkov radiators; B is assembly
of radiators, scintillators, and degraders (see Fig. 5).
A, B, C, and D are adjacent during operation. Access
to B is provided by displacing A as shown. D is raised
in figure to show section B.

decay counters (T5-T8)—stop secondaries in the
selected range interval and detect p, -e and w- p, -e
decays,

(5) the y detector (blocks A, Bl-B10, C, D, X,
and Y—see Figs. 4, 5, and 6)—detects y's moving
in any direction,

(6) the triggering logic (Fig. 10)—selects events
to be recorded,

(7) the display system —displays and records
information on each event (see sample-event Fig.
11), and

(8) the iron box—provides light shielding and
magnetic shielding.

As we discuss these components it will be evident
that the configuration of the apparatus is largely
determined by the array of lead-glass blocks which
serve as converters and Cerenkov radiators for
detection of y's emerging from the stopper.

&earn Channel

The K' beam was produced in a platinum target
(0.5 in. x 0.2 in. x 2.0 in. ) in the external 6.2
GeV/c proton beam of the LBL Bevatron. The
momentum of the beam was defined by a bending
magnet and collimator to be 510 MeV/c. The beam
was transported through a crossed-field separator,
and focused on the carbon stopper. The beam
cross section at the stopper was about 3 &3 cm'.
With a beam intensity of 10"protons/pulse,

~ Lead~ Lucite
Water~ Tantalum

Ibllll.
,

B2 FBI KC (
l

FIG. 6. K telescope: Counters K1-K4 detect incoming
beam particles. Pions are vetoed by water Cerenkov
detector KC. Sandwiches of tantaluIn and water (X) and
lead and lucite (Y), optically coupled to lead-glass
blocks Bl and B2, slow incoming K 's and convert and
detect outgoing y's. K's come to rest in stopper S.

VXX% ~+, ~+ PFGRADER

I &~ K DEGRADER -
y CONVERTER

I I SCINT. COUPLED TO Pb -GLASS

LIGHT PIPE

K STOPPER

FIG. 5. Apparatus: Central section (section B of
Fig. 4). Outputs of T5-T8 are displayed on oscillo-
scopes. The oscilloscope traces are scanned for
7r-p-e or p-e decays. p s (e.g. , from K+ p+7rov,

p.+ vy) are vetoed by lead-glass Cerenkov detectors
A, B1-B10, C, and D. (Each block is separately viewed
except TC and BV-B10,which are coupled to A and C.)
B3 is replaced by a smaller block B3' (dashed line) for
single y-efficiency check (see text). X and Y are
"sandwich blocks" to slow K's and convert outgoing
y's (see Fig. 6).
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LIGHT

STYROFOAM

LIGHT
PIPE

FIG. 7. X+ stopper assembly: The stopper (carbon
granules, 0.79 g/cud) fills the interior of scintillator
box Z. Styrofoam spacers set the length of the
stopper along the E+ beam direction (5 g/cm )„The
stopper is completely surrounded by scintillator E
(optically coupled to lead-glass block B6) and counters
K4 and T1. K4 and Tl are displaced in the figure to
show the configuration of the box.

++X&~ T7

KXXXXXXXX~~ T5

V/8///1/XPYl/8//XA

VX/X/8/DW/Dl

I Lucite~ 'jlwtater

EZI Degrader

FIG. 8. Decay telescope: The defining counters
T1—T4, TS (optically coupled to lead-glass block D),
T9, and T10 (shown in Fig. 9) select decays in which a
charged particle stops in the decay counters T5-T8.
The water box TC discriminates against electrons and
fast muons. Carbon plates between counters Tl and T3
select the range interval of the decay counters. The
degrader configuration shown corresponds to curve II of
Fig. 3.

FIG. 9. Placement of the side counters T9 and T10:
The counters are used to detect particles escaping from
the sides of T5-T8. They are adjacent during operation.
The signal from the side counters is displayed on a
scope trace, and, as part of the D signal, used in the
triggering logic. Data taken with the T9, T10 anticoin-
cidence requirement removed were used to calculate the
correction for particles emerging from the ends of the
decay counters.

about 5000 K'/pulse came to rest in the carbon
stopper. At our apparatus, the A/v ratio was

20 '

Z. K TeEeseope

The K telescope consisted of scintillation coun-
ters K1 to K4, water Cerenkov detector KC, and
two "sandwich blocks" X and Y (see Fig. 5).
The large scintillation counter KI detected all
charged particles entering the apparatus and
aided in identifying background events due to
scattered beam particles (see Sec. IVC). Counters
K2 to K4 selected particles which entered the
decay region and discriminated against n's
and lighter particles on the basis of energy loss.
[At K3, (dE/dx)z & 1.5 (dE/dx) „]. The water
Cerenkov counter KC, in anticoincidence, was
triggered by w's, p. 's, and e's but not by K's.

The "sandwich blocks" X and Y consisted of
layers of tantalum and water (X), and lead and
lucite (Y). These blocks served as degraders to
slow the beam particles, and as converters and
Cerenkov radiators (4.3 radiation lengths, total)
to detect outgoing y's (i.e., the blocks served as
part of the y detector surrounding the stopper).
Water and lucite were chosen to give Cerenkov
thresholds just above the E velocities at X and Y.
The blocks were of such a thickness that all pro-
tons stopped before reaching K4, most Z's stopped
within the stopper, and nearly all m's, p. 's, and
e's went beyond the stopper and through scintillator
E attached to B6.
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slow logic strobe

ADC

gate

TAC

SCALER

FAN

I& AMPLIFIER

T4—

eo
ANTI-

COINCIDENCE CCT.

T3— D I SCR I M I N ATO R

T2—

I

—T—

K4 K3 K2 KC Kl

FIG. 10. Triggering logic: K's stopping in the stopper
are selected by the signal K1, KC, K2, K3 [pulse height
& 1.5 x (pion pulse height) J, K4, B6. Decay particles
stopping in the decay counters TG-Ts are indicated by
T1, T2, T3, TC, T4, D, where T1 is&3 ns after K3.
Signals from lead-glass blocks A and C form the y anti-
coincidence signal. The ADC output is displayed on data
lights for recording with the oscilloscope traces. All
counters shown except KC, B6, A, and C supply signals
to the oscilloscopes (see Fig. 11) as well as to the
triggering logic. Scalers are used to monitor the op-
eration of the apparatus.

3. Stopper Assernb Ly

The K's came to rest and decayed within a stop-
per S (Fig. 5) composed of carbon granules (mean
density 0.79 g/cm'). The granules were contained
in a box, made of plastic scintillators, with inside
cross section 6.4x 6.4 cm' and inside length (within
Styrofoam spacers) 6.3 cm or 5.0 g/cm' (Fig. 7).
The dimensions and density of the stopper were
large enough so that most of the K's stopped in the
carbon, but small enough so that nearly all decay
particles reached the surrounding counters. The
triggering system (see below} selected events in
which a beam particle passed through K4 without
reaching E and in which after a delay, a decay
particle was detected in T1.

4. Decay TeLescope

Counters T1 to T4 (Fig. 8) selected events in
which a charged particle from the stopper entered

the decay counters T5 to TB. Scintillator TS
(above T8 and optically coupled to lead-glass block
D}ensured that the E-decay particle did not pass
completely through the decay counters. Additional
discrimination against electrons and fast muons
was provided by a water Cerenkov box TC between
counters T3 and T4. The water box was optically
coupled to lead-glass blocks A and C and its out-
put was observed as part of the y detector signal.
Counters T9 and T10 (Fig. 9) used in the last two-
thirds of the experiment ensured that the particle
did not go out the sides of the decay counters. In
particular they prevented n- p.-e decays from sim-
ulating p, -e decays when the n and e passed through
the decay counters and the m- p. decay occurred
outside.

Degrading material between counters T1 and T3
slowed the K-decay secondaries and defined the
range interval covered by the decay counters.
Carbon was used for the degrader material wher-
ever possible to minimize absorption of pions.
Because of space limitations, copper was used for
the K'- p.

' v calibration.
Muons and pions in the range interval under in-

vestigation stopped in the four 2.5&10.2 &19.1 cm'
decay scintillators T5 to TB. A rough determina-
tion of the range within the interval set by the de-
grader was given by the location of the counter in
which the particle stopped. The particles were
identified by the p, -e and w- p, -e decay signals
appearing in T5 to TB.

In the course of the experiment, four different
degrader configurations were used. One, chosen
primarily for K+- p.

' v v v was sufficient to stop
muons from the decay-in-flight of pions from K'
-m'm'g before they reached the decay counters.
(Fig. 8 illustrates this degrader. ) Another, chosen
primarily for K'-7t' v v, set the lower limit of the
decay-counter range interval slightly above the
K'-m'g' g end point. In both cases, m+'s from
K'-n'w' went beyond TB and were vetoed by TS.
Two other degrader configurations were used for
calibrations with K'- m wo and K'- p.

' v. The four
degraders and their corresponding decay-counter
range intervals are summarized in Table II.

5. y Detector

The distinctive technical feature of the experi-
ment was the Pb-glass Cerenkov counter array
surrounding the stopper. This array, with a, thick-
ness of about 10 radiation lengths, detected y's
(e.g., y's from K'-p, ' vy or from Ii'-z'w, M'Vov„
v'-yy) emitted from the stopper. y-rays going
through the entrance channel were detected by the
X and 7 radiators as described above. Each of
the Pb-glass blocks Bl-B6 (Fig. .5) was viewed
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TABLE II. Degrader configurations used in this ex-
periment. Degrader numbers correspond to efficiency
curves shown in Fig. 3. The half-thickness of the
stopper (stopper center to T1}is 2.73 g/cm2. The total
amount of material other than the degrader between the
stopper and T5 is 10.08 g/cm~. The decay counters
T5—TS are each 2.84 g/cm2 thick (total, including
counter wrapping, 11.58 g/cm2).

Thickness
Degrader (g/cm2 in carbon}

Detection range interval
(g/cm~ in carbon)

II
III
IV

2.80
6.16

15.72
42.61

12.9—31.2
16.3—34.8
25.9-45,0
52.7-73.7

by a 56DVP phototube. Blocks BI and 82 were
optically isolated from the others and used to
view pulses due to y's converted in the entrance
channel. Blocks B7-B10were optically coupled
to blocks A and C. A and C were each viewed by
one 56DVP and four 60AVP phototubes. Block D
was optically decoupled from the others and was
viewed by two 60AVP phototubes.

Calibration of the y detector, as described in
Sec. IVD, indicated an inefficiency I,0&2.2 BIO
(90% confidence level) for v"s, and an average
inefficiency I&=0.013 for single y's of 20 to 50
MeV.

6. Triggering Logic

The triggering logic (Fig. 10) selected events
for which (i) a K' stopped in the stopper (the signal
K), (ii) a decay particle entered the decay telescope
(the signal T), (iii) the decay particle appeared
later than the E' and stopped before reaching TS
(the signal S), and (iv) no y's were emitted (the
signal y). In terms of counter pulses these signals
were defined as follows:

X=K1, K2, KS, K4, KC, B8(E),
where the bar denotes anticoincidence (K2, KS,
and K4 pulse discriminator s set to accept E's and
reject rr's as discussed in Sec. IVB2),

T= TI, T2, T3, T4,
S =K, T, D (TS, T9, T10),

where a delay &3.3 ns was required between K
and Tq and

y=A, C,
where blocks 87-810 and TC were optically cou-
pled to A and C.

The signals from the phototubes on B1-86were
not included in the triggering logic but were dis-
played on counter lights or oscilloscope traces.
The y triggering level was set to obtain a con-

venient picture-taking rate, not to eliminate all
events accompanied by y's.

The trigger S was used for K'-n'w', p, 'm'p, and

p,'v events; the trigger Sy for E'-p. 'v vv and
V V.

7. Display System

The information on each event accepted by the
triggering logic was displayed on four 4-beam
oscilloscopes and an array of counter lights as
shown in Fig. II.

The event in the figure is a E'-n'm' decay. The
traces KI-4 and TI-4 indicate that a single par-
ticle passed through each counter. Since traces
BI and 82 are undeflected except for timing pulses,
we conclude that no y was converted in the radia-
tors X and Y of the E channel. Inset (A) of Fig. 11
shows how these traces looked when a y did con-
vert in the E channel. The y lights indicate y de-
tection in blocks A, B3, and C. Each phototube on
blocks A and C is separately displayed.

The fast scope traces (15 ns/cm) show that a v

stopped in counter T5, and decayed to a p. in a little
over one mean life. The p, pulse height corre-
sponds to the expected energy, 4.1 MeV. The slow
scope traces (0.4 ps/cm) show again the m and p.

pulses (unresolved on this oscilloscope) and the
pulses made after -2 muon mean lives by the decay
electron as it went out through T5-TB, T9 or TIO,
and TS. The E-life lights indicate a kaon lifetime
of 32 ns.

8. Iron Box

The entire apparatus was enclosed in an iron box
which provided light shielding and magnetic shield-
ing. The apparatus was mounted on wheels so that
it could be withdrawn from the box for service.

C. Scanning Criteria

Films recording the oscilloscope traces and
phototube counter lights, as in Fig. I1, were dis-
played on a pair of Becordak film viewers. All
accepted events met the following criteria: (i)
Only one pulse was observed from each of the
counters KI, K2, K3, K4, TI, T2, T3, and T4;
(ii) on the slow scope no K1 pulse appeared in
coincidence with the e pulse. (This excluded the
simulation of decay electrons by scattered beam
particles); and (iii) the e pulse (and for stopping
w's, also the p pulse) originated in the counter
showing the stopping y, (or v).

D. Detection Ef6ciency

In determining the ratios I'(K'-. p,
' v v v )/I'(K'

-p' v) and I"(K'-w' v v)/I'(K'- nv) many efficiency
factors including solid angle, m' absorption, w- p,
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FIG. 11. A x+ p+ e+ event from K 7r+x: (a) view I, (b) view II. The oscilloscope traces are identified by the
corresponding counter numbers. The pulses are labeled by the corresponding particles. Pulses labeled t are timing
pulses (separation 200 ns). Distances corresponding to pion and muon mean lives are shown on the view 0 scopes.
Inset A shows the appearance of the 7r-y scope for an event in which a z gamma is detected in the sandwich blocks X
and Y. Inset B shows the format for coincident pulses in counters T4-T10, TS, and K1 as displayed on the slow oscillo-
scope.

pulse resolution, and chance coincidence correc-
tions, canceled out in whole or in part. But since
we wished to compare calibrations involving decays
into both p, 's and n's, it was necessary to consider
all these factors.

1. Efficiency vs Range

The efficiency with which K-decay particles
were stopped in the decay counters T5-T8 was
calculated as a geometric quantity, taking into
account the variation in solid angle as a function
of the particle range for a given degrader thick-

ness. This geometrical efficiency E was then
folded with the decay spectrum for a particular
decay mode to give the effective detection effi-
ciency e. Figure 3 shows the geometrical detector
efficiencies versus range for each degrader. Table
III gives effective detection efficiencies.

2. Pion Transmission and Resolution

For comparison of the calibrations using E'- p, 'v
and K -m'n it was necessary to know the fraction
T of pions transmitted through the degrader, and
the fraction C, of n- p, decays which could be re-
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TABLE III. Effective detection efficiency for various
decay modes and degraders I, II, III, and IV.

Decay mode Effective detection efficiency

K ~p v
K'-~'~'
X'-p, '7t'v

e(IV) =1.84&& 10
e(IH) =2.05&& 10

e(I) =0.58' 10 2

~(II) = 0.52' 10-~

e(I) =0.41&&10 ~

e(II) =0.47X10 3

solved on the fast oscilloscope traces. For mea-
surement of the ratio 1(K'-m' vs/I'(K'n'n ) it
was necessary only to know the ratio T„+„o/T, +„-
of the transmissions through the corresponding
degraders.

The values T,+„o=0.70 and T„+,o/T„+, , =0.81—
were calculated using measured values for the
w'-N inelastic cross sections. "

The factor C„=0.66 was determined empirically
from the n+ lifetime distribution for A+-n'm events
(Fig. 12). This value corresponds to resolution of
events with lifetime &0.41 7„.

We are able to check these values of 7.' and C,
by our calibrations as discussed below.

3. Chance Coincidence of y's

In analyzing data taken with the Sy trigger (see
Sec. IV B6 above) it was necessary to allow for
valid events vetoed by y's not associated with the
observed K decay (e.g. , y's due to charge exchange
of beam m" s followed by m' decay).

To determine this correction, we examined the
E'- p.

+ v calibration data for events in which there
appeared to be associated y's. The correction
factor 8 is given by 8 = (Total number of K'- g' v

events)/(K+- p,
+ v events without y signals). The

value of A [B(average) = 1.48] was determined as a
function of beam intensity and was checked at many
times during the run.

4. y Inefficiency

The efficiency of the y detector for m" s was de-
termined by adjusting the degrader for detection
of K'-w'mo (degrader III, Fig. 3) and recording
the y signals in coincidence with m's stopping in
the decay counters (with observed n- p-e signals).
Among 1.65 &10' stopping m' we observed no event
without a signal from at least one of the phototubes
viewing the Pb-glass blocks. After correcting for
chance coincidences we conclude that the probabil-
ity of missing a m from E'-w'm' decay was &2.2
X10 ' (90/~ confidence level). This inefficiency
was low enough to preclude background muons
from E'- p, 'm'v or from the decay-in-flight of n'

from E'-m'w no.

The efficiency of the y detector for single y's

I I I I

p,
'-e'v P)

100 =
g„

0 I 2 3t 4+5
~'Lifetime/p+

+p) 100=
UJ

10 I I ~ I

0 1 2
71' Lifetime/y„

100

)
LLJ

10

I I I

0 1 2 3 4 --5

K Lifetime l~

FIG. 12. Lifetime distributions: (a) p,
+ —e+vÃ, (b) 7t.+

—p+&, (c) K+ -p+&. The straight lines are the expected
decay curves e, where in each case 7 is the accepted
mean life. Some loss of p's is expected near the ends
of the traces due to poor focusing. The loss of short-
lived 71's is due to events in which the 7t+ and p+ pulse
were not separately observable. The calculated K+
lifetime is sensitive to the calibration of the kaon time
digitizer.

with energies corresponding to those from K'
- p,

'
vy (mean y energy & 90 MeV for events in which

the p' was within our range of sensitivity) was
determined in a separate test. Pb-glass block B3
was replaced with a smaller block, B3' (dashed
line, Fig. 6), which was optically isolated and
separated from the carbon stopper and from ad-
jacent counters by 4 in. lead plates. A record
was made of K'-n'm' events in which the stopping
n' was accompanied by a large y pulse (&200 MeV)
in B3'. Among 310 such events there were four
in which no signal was observed from the other
v y ray. Since the minimum angle (67') between
the n y's was larger than the maximum angle sub-
tended by B3' block (36') and since the kinematics
and the minimum 83' pulse size ensured that the
second y had an energy & 50 MeV we concluded that
the inefficiency for single y's with energy 20-50
MeV was I&= 0.013. This single y inefficiency de-
pended on the angular distribution of the y's, hence
it could not be used to make a reliable E'- p.

'
vy

background calculation.
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E. Calibrations

I. K', &+, and p,+Lifetimes

The particle lifetime measurements did not enter
directly into the calculation of the results. They
were useful, however, in making internal checks
of the detection system.

The K' lifetime was determined by the delay be-
tween the pulses from K3 and Tl. The delay was
digitized [with a time-to-amplitude converter
analog-to-digital converter (TAC-ADC) system]
and displayed with counter lights as shown in Fig.
11. K decays of various lifetimes were simulated
using scattered beam pions and inserting known

lengths of signal cable into the T1 signal line.
The n' and p. lifetimes were measured using the

m- p, and p, -e pulse displacements on the oscillo-
scopes, where the sweep speeds were calibrated
with series of timing pulses of known separation.

Using events up to 2.5 mean lives we obtain the
values 7„=11.8 +0.7 ns, r, = 27.4 + 1.2 ns, and

7& =2.15 +0.10 p.s in satisfactory agreement with
the accepted values 12.37 ns„26.02 ns, and 2.20 ps,
respectively. "

2. ComPaxison of Knozun Branching Ratios

A comparison of the known branching ratios
r(K"-v' a')/r(K'- p,

'
v) and I'(K'- g+ (('v)/r(K'

-p' v) gave us an over-all check of our technique
and a check on our calculations of pion transmis-
sion.

We used the relationships

r(K'-v'ao) a'a'/K(111) e„., (IV)
I'(K+- p, +v) p, +v/K(IV) e~+ ~o(III) T(III)C~

I'(K+-t(,+n v) p, 'v v/K(I) co+„(IV)
I'(K'- g' v) (((,

' v/K(IV) e„+„o,(I)

to calculate these ratios, where m+7('/K(III) is the
number of n'm events divided by the corresponding
number of stopping E' signals w ith degrader III;
t((,

+ v/K(IV) is the corresponding ratio for p' v

events with degrader IV; and p,
+ v v/K(I) is the

corresponding ratio for p.
+

m v events with degrader
I. Not all the "g events" (degrader I) came from
K'- p, 'm'v decays; some came from decay-in-
flight of n' in K'-m'm, K'-w+m+m, and K'-n'g g

decays, some from K+- p.
+

vy decay, and some
from unresolved w events. The real p,+m v events
were related to the observed p. and m events by

v v events =P ( evensts) n— —t) (rr events)+ 1

where P„ is the fraction of ]U, events from K+- p, m v

decay. P„was calculated from the known geometry
of the apparatus. For degrader I we obtained P„

= O.S2.
Using the values g' v/K(IV) =1.19x10 ', m'n'/K{III)

=1.87x10 ', p+7( v/K(I) =1.92x10 ' (no lifetime
cuts were applied to these ratios), T(III) =0.70,
C, = 0.66, and the corresponding effective detec-
tion efficiencies (see Table III), we obtain

r(IV-n'm )
r(K+- t +v)

= 0.051 + 0.003I'(K'- p, 'v)

in satisfactory agreement with the accepted values"
(0.2092/0. 6377) = 0.328 and (0.032/0. 6377) = 0.050.

F. Background

Since no background subtraction was made in
either the K'- p,

' v v v or the K'- m v v experiment-
in the latter no events were seen —our estimates
of the background do not enter into the calculation
of the results. We shall therefore limit our dis-
cussion to a brief account of potential background
sources indicating the likely origin of the uniden-
tified p, events and the p.

' and m' sources which
may limit more sensitive experiments.

1. K+- p,
+

vy

The radiative decay K'- p,
'

vy was the most seri-
ous source of background muons. The branching
ratio of this decay is about 5.5&10 4 in the energy
interval of the experiment (60 to 100 MeV). The y
is emitted preferentially along the direction of the
muon, hence it may be converted in the degrader
and evade detection. The water Cerenkov radiator
TC and the pulse height criterion on the TS counter
served to reject events in which y's were converted
in the degrader. If we assume the measured single
y inefficiency I&=0.013 for K'- p, 'vy events which
were not rejected by TS, we estimate that 13.3
such events would have been misidentified as
'

p -no y" events. Because of the uncertainties
in the I& measurement we regard the close agree-
ment of the calculated {13.3) and observed (14)
numbers of "p'-no y" events to be fortuitous. We
believe that E - p. vy is the most likely source of
the observed events in the K'- p.

' v v v experiment.

K' Charge Exchange ~ KL,- p. m' v

K+ charge exchange in the carbon stopper fol-
lowed by ~z, decay could produce ((((n) and simulate
p,
' v v v (a' v v) provided that the accompanying

v (p) remained within the stopper and hence escaped
escaped detection. Because of the time delay re-
quirement on K'-decay signals (T1 pulse & 3.3 ns
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later than K3 pulse}, only very low-energy Ko's
would remain inside the stopper long enough for the
ii, (ii') to be accepted.

We estimated the background due to this process
using a linear extrapolation of the measured K'-d
charge-exchange cross section" and assuming
that the carbon nucleus is the equivalent of six
free deuterons. The estimated number of "p,'v v v"
("w'v i ") events due to charge exchange was &0.2
(& 0.13).

K'- p.
' w'v

Muons from K'- p.'n v would fall in the same
range interval as those from K+- p,

+ v v v. With a
g inefficiency I,o&2.2 x10 ' the expected rate at
which this could simulate "g+ v v v" events was
less than 2.7x10 '. Hence, this source of back-
ground could be neglected.

p.
' Pulse-

(0)
~ ACCEPT I K —p,+v

(:}= 5 EventsL A +
)M. VVV~ =1 Event

8 l2 )6 2P
height in Counter T3(mmI

(b)

ACC EPT ~i

K p v

o = 5 Events

2 3
p,

+ Lifetime/T&

(c)
4. Scattered Beam Pions PT

K p v

IO Events

Scattered beam pions could, in principle, pro-
duce background m's and p.'s. With the time-delay
requirement removed between K3 and T1, scat-
tered pions were observed at the rate of 2 per 10'
stopping K'. In order for these to be mista, ken
for K+-p'(m+)+neutrals, one would have to miss
all the K' decay products. Using the normal delay
requirement we estimate a background «10 '.

5. K n'w p. v, mmev

We estimated the background contribution from
K'-n'w p,+v decays by assuming the p. spectrum
to be similar to the well-studied e spectrum from
K'-n'w e+v.'4 Using the Pais- Treiman differential-
decay distribution, "we estimate that only about
6x10 «(3x10 «) of the p (m) spectrum had a range
that could reach the decay counters. Considering
the known (1x10 ') branching ratio for this decay
mode, the effective rate for this decay was clearly
negligible.

The K+-m'm e'v decay gave a much larger frac-
tion (-,') of the x+ spectrum above our minimum de-
tectable energy. But from our estimate of the
probability that the m and e+ would both escape
detection and from the known branching ratio
(3.3 x10 '), we calculate a "n'v v" background of
&0.04 events due to this process.

V. RESULTS

A. Final Sample

We found fourteen events which satisfied the
triggering logic, range requirement, and scanning
criteria for K'- p+ v v v. To these, as to all
K+-p, v and E+-p, m v events, we applied cuts on
lifetime (t»&2. 5 v», t„&2.5 r„) and on T3 pulse
height (see Fig. 13). We thus obtained a sample

VV

ent

of ten "p,' v v v" events.
We could, in principle, subtract the estimated

13.3-event background due to misidentified p,+my

events, but because of the uncertainties in esti-
ating the background we do not feel justified in

making such a. subtraction. We prefer to calculate
limits on K'- p.

+ v v v based on a sample of ten un-
identified events.

Since we wish to present 90% confidence limits,
we shall compute our results using a "true" event
rate (15.4 events) such that in 90% of such experi-
ments one would expect to find more than 10 events
(assuming a Poisson distribution).

B. Limit on the E' ~ p'vvv Decay Rate

1. Partia/ Decay Rate; 60& T&&100 MeV

For the interval we have examined, 16-34 g/cm'
in carbon (60& T„&100MeV}, we may calculate a
partial decay rate which is nearly independent of
the assumed p,

' spectrum. We use the expression

I"(K+-p,
'

v v v; 60 & T„&100 MeV)
I'(K+- ij.

+
v)

E(I)K(I) +E(II)K(II)
e„+,(IV)K(IV)

v

2 3 4
K Lifetime /TK

FIG. 13. Characteristics of K+-@+~Tv sample events
(shaded histograms) compared with those of K+ —p+ v

events (open histograms). (a) Muon pulse-height distri-
butions in T3 counter. (b) Muon lifetime distributions.
(c) Kaon lifetime distributions.
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TABLE 1V. Effective detection efficiency for degraders I and 0 and resultant
upper limit on the X p+ vvv decay rate (90% confidence level) for assumed
spectra.

Type of first
order interaction ~p+v Ijv (I} eII+vv v PI)

I (X p,
+ vvv) I'(K+ p+ vvv)

I'(X+ —I
+ v) r(Z+ —all)

neutrino-neutrino 4.47x 10 3 3.36x 10 3

six-fermion" 3.99x 10 3 3,06x 10 3
&9.4x 10 6

&10.5x 10 6
&6.0x]0 6

&6.7x 10-'

~ Reference 3.
"Reference 5.

where p,
' v v v= "true" number of unidentified events

(15.4), E(I) = 0.0089 and E(II) =0.0120 are the
average geometric detection efficiencies over the
observed range interval with degrader I and II,
K(I) = 5.8 x10' and K(II) = 4.44 x10' are the numbers
of stopping K's with degraders I and II, e„,„(IV)
=0.01843 is the overlap of the geometric efficiency
for degrader IV with the p,

' range spectrum for
p'v decays, p, 'v/K(IV) =1.14xl0 ', and R=1.48.
%ith the values given, we obtain the partial rate

I'(K'-tl. ' v v v; 60& T„&100MeV)
I'(IC"-p+v),

or
I'(K'- V,

+ v v v; 60 & T„&100 Me V)
I'(K' - all)

2. Tota/ Decay Bate

Our limit on the total decay rate depends on the
assumed shape of the muon spectrum. %e use the
expression

I'(K+- p.
+ v v v) VVV

1(K'-q' v) e„+„-„(r)K(r)+ ~„+,„-,(11)K(ll)

e„+„(IV)K(IV)
p, v

where the various terms have the same values as
above except e„+„;„(I)and e„+„»(II), which are
the overlaps of the geometric efficiencies for de-
graders I and II with the assumed p.

+ spectrum.
In Table IV we show the values of c&+,„-, and the
corresponding results for the spectra discussed in
Sec. IIB.

The most general statement of our results is that
given in Sec. VBS.

3. PreseriPtion for Branching Ratio
CorxesPonding to Any Assumed SPectxum

The limit on the branching ratio corresponding
to any assumed spectrum may be calculated from
our data by the following procedure:

(i) Normalize the assumed V,
' spectrum F(T)

such that

(ii) Compute the overlap

D( T)F(T)dT,

using the function D(T) as given in Fig. 14. This
function is normalized in such a way that

60 80
T (Mevj

IOO

FIG. 14. Prescription curve for obtaining the dif-
ferential detector efficiency for any assumed spectrum
of X+ p+vvv. The function D(T) is discussed in
Sec. VB3.

D(T)F(T)dT= ' "'"
& p+v

[i.e., D(T) = Ratio of geometrical efficiency with
degraders I and II to effective efficiency for
K'- p,

' v with degrader IV.]
(iii) Find the branching ratio using the expres-

sion

I'(K+ p.
+ v v v) p,

+ v v v/K(I+II) e~+„
I'(K+- p' v) p,

' v/K(IV) e„+„„-,
Inserting the numerical values which have been
given, this expression becomes
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or

1'(K+- p,
+ v v v ) 2.0 x 10

I'(K'- p' v) f D(T)F(T)dT

(90% confidence level)

Using the relations of four-momentum and the
properties of y matrices, this becomes

2
Bxh 2 2 E 2 v3ra" (k -P~)r~(1 +r, )vi'

m~ —2m~E, —mr

I'(K'- p,
+ v v v ) 1.3 x10 '

I'(IC'-all) f D(T)F(T)dT

(90% confidence level).

Therefore,

2(m„'-2m E,)
2 vsy~(1+r5}vi ~

mg mg 3 mr
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE
K' ~ p'v'pv DECAY RATE IN

.CONVENTIONAL THEORY

In evaluating the rate for the K+- p.
' v v v decay,

we consider here only the lowest-order diagrams
which are allowed in the framework of current-
current theory of weak interactions (see Fig. 1).

The differential-decay rate is calculated by the
expression

dI'= T '
2m '6' k-p-p, -p, -p,

Squaring T and summing over the spins in the
final state, we have

4 (2m)" 2m» (m»'-2m»E, -m, ')'

I
[r (1+r )P', r (1+r,)P']

1 2 3

xTr [(p'+m&)yq(1+y, )p', yq(1+y, )]

128G4f»' m»(m» —2E,)'
(2»)" (m„' —2m»E, -mP)'

1
2E„2E,2E 2E (A2)

J d'jg d3&
k"ks54(k —k —k )I 2 1 2 2E 2E1 2

Substituting Eq. (A2) into Eq. (A1) and integrating
over p1 p2 and p3 with the use of Lenard's formula

xd'p d'p, d'p, d'p, , (A1) =—w [2k "k8+g"s(k k)]
where k, P, and P, (i = 1, 2, 3) are the four-momen-
tum of the kaon, muon, and neutrinos, and T is
the transition matrix element,

we obtain the following expression for the energy
spectrum of the decay muon:

(2»)' 2E 2E 2E 2E

1x v, y~(1+y, ) ~ y~(1+y,}v,
Pr -m,

SG4 2

{[4A(Eq ) —3m»B(Eq )](4Eq' —3 m»Eq )

—2 m q2[2A(Eq) + 3m»B(Eq) ]j
x[pyq(1+y, ) v,],

in which (OlA zlK& is the strangeness-changing
axial-vector -current matrix element

x(E 2 m 2)1/2

The functions A(E&) and B(E„)are given by the
integrals

(AS)

&oI& ~IK& =(2E", , k, A(E„)=
[Es —(m» -ms')/2m»]' '

with p, and m, the four-momentum and mass of the
virtual lepton (l = p or e) in the intermediate state,
and

l f» l
= 0.25 m, is the K-decay constant. We use

the units k= c = 1 and the metric g„„=(-l,-1, -1,1).
Let

Bw= v 'yx(1+'r ) ~ ys(1+'r ) v
&r m

B(E„)= [E, —(m»' -m, ')/2m„]' '

with E, = —,(m»+P„—E„), the maximum energy of
the neutrino corresponding to the momentum p„
and total energy E„of the muon. Comparing Eq.
(AS} to the K+ -p" v decay rate, we obtain
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p vj 9KB~ sly gpss~

—2m' [2A(Eq)+Sm~B(Eq)]} (Eq -ma ) /

The partial decay rate in the muon kinetic energy
interval 60-100 MeV is obtained by integrating
Eq. (AS) over this energy interval. For the case
of I = e the rate is

I'(K'- p' v, v, v„60& T„&100 MeV) =2.0x10 ".I'(K'- p,
+

v)

I

neutrinos in the final state. This gives

I'(K'- p' v, v, v„; 60 & T„&100 Me V)
I'(K+- p,

+
v)

The decay rate for the process K'- p.
' v v v is the

sum of these two distinct processes, which gives

For the case of I = p. , the decay rate is half of that
given by Eq. (AS), because there are two identical

I (K+- p+ v v v; 60 & T„&100 Me V)
I'(K'- p,

+
v)
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